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EASTERN .UNIVERSITY, SRI LANKA

THIRD EXAMINATION IN SCIENCE _ 2Ot6/20L7
FIRST SEMESTER ( Margh/Aprit, 201s)

r all questions

Let A C C be an open set and le; / : _4 '.+ C.

analytic at zs € A.

Define what is rneant by / being
./

(b) Let the function f (r): u(r,y)+ir;(r,y) be definea throughout some e_neighborhood

of a point z0 : ra * iao. Suppose that the first order parti4l derivatives of the
functions u an<l u with respect to r and g exist e.,rerywher. lltfrut neighborhood

and that they are continuous at (rs,yl). Prove thati if thosi partial derivativesf
satisfy the ear_reh-;r-R.iemann equations

0u

0r

at 26 : 16 I i,96, then the derivative f' (ri exists.

(.) i. Define what is meant by the function, h : IR2 J R, being harmonic.

ii. obtain a harmonic conjugate ,u(t'.il of a harmonic function,,(r,u) :
such that f (r) : u(r,a) *1u(r,gr) is analytic.
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2. (a) Let D(a;r) t: {t e C,:,lz -o,l < r} denotes the open disc with center a e C and

radiusr > 0andlet /beanalyticon D(a;r) and0 <s<r. ProveCauchy's

Integral Formula,

. 1 f f(z\
I Qo) : h j"<",,tffi ar, for zs € D(a; s),

where C(a;s) denotes the circle with center a and radius s > 0.

(b) BV using the Cauchy's Integral Formula compute the following integrals:

i. [ 'iot d.r,
Jcg;21 z*1
f ze"ii. L;^0".

J c(oP) \L + i)

3. (a) State the Mean-Vaiue Property ior Anaiytic Ftrnction'. /. c

:8

(b) i. Define what is meant by the function / : C + C being enti{e.

ii. Prove Liouvilie's Theorem: if i is entire and 
:

m'-Jlf/+\l l+l -.I 
l

"'*^1]i_\1/_|__-]i!___lJ. _+ 0. .as r _+ oo, I
r 'r 

,l

/
then -f is constant.

(State any results you use without proof)'

iii. Prove the Maximr:m-Modulus Theorem: .Let / be analytic in an open con-

nected set A. Let 1be a simple closed path that is contained, together with its

insi<le, in A. Let

M :: sup l/(z)l
ze^l

If there exist z6 inside 7 such that ii(zg)|: hf, i;hen / is constarri througlrout

A. Consequently, if / is not constant in A, then

lf Q)l < M forall z inside 7.



Letd>0andlet/
Define what is mJant

: D*(zs;d) -+ C, where D.(zs;6)

by / has a pole of order m at zs.

,:{":0<lz-rol<6}.

Fro.,'e that if ord(rf, ,o) : m then f (") : (, - ,o)*

some d ) 0, where g is anatryticnt D*(zs;d):: {z:0

g(z) far all : € D*(ro;d), for

< lz * zol < 5| and s(zs) I A.

c) Find the vaiue of the integral

f z2 +i
.1" (, - z)(22 + 4)'

where C is taken counterclockwise around the circle,

i. lr-31 :2;
ii, lzl : 3.

/ be a analytic in the upper-half plane {z
nts, none on the real axis. Suppose'there exist

/d

: Im(z) ,2 A\,-eicept at finiiely many

M,R.>0anda>lsuchthat
a

-_rrl- T / \ \ ^wrrrr ull(z)au.
iri

ii@i * tF, i,i) R

prove that

f

l
c

verges (exists) and

I :2n'i x Suni of Residues

eva.lttcte thp inf.prrr:rl"--" ^^'""a:'--

of. f in ihe upper-iraif piane.

t: (r2 +I)(r, +2r +2)
dr.

roaI:: I f@)dr
J -oo

ou may assume without proof the Residue Theorem).



6. (a) State the Principle of Argument Theorem.

(b) Prove Rouche's TL"ot.*: Let 7 be a simple closed path in an open sta

Suppose that 
j.

i- f , g are analytic in,4 except for finitely many poles, none lying on 1.

ii. / and f + g have finitely many zeros in _4.

iii. le(z)l <lf Q)1, , e 7. Then

zP(l + s;t) - zP{f ;t)

where zP(f + g;'y) and zP(f;7) denote the number of zeros - number of
inside 7 of f * g and / respectively, where each is counted as many times as

order.

State the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra.

Deiermine the number of zeros of p(z) : z4 * 2zr +gz2 + z * f. inthe cpen unit
D(0;2).
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